
Join us and get involved with our 
FREE conference 6 October 2022 9.30-12.30

EYFS Reform: One year on, lessons learned and future 
directions.  Speakers: Jan Dubiel, Julian Grenier, Gill 
Jones (Ofsted), DfE (invited) and others 

Book your place here: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/eyfs-reform-

one-year-on-lessons-learned-and-future-directions-tickets-395781712757

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/eyfs-reform-one-year-on-lessons-learned-and-future-directions-tickets-395781712757


Let’s start a new conversation 
all about early years learning



9.30 James Hempsall OBE (chair)
Director Hempsall’s 

Introduction and welcome 
About hey!

9.45 Dr Julian Grenier CBE
Headteacher Sheringham Nursery School & Children's 
Centre, Director  East London Research School

The intentions of reviewing the EYFS, key strengths for aspirations, how 
implementation has worked so far at Sheringham and across the country.

10.05 Louisa Archer Hill, Lorna Davies
Warrington Council and PVI provider 

How the revised EYFS was implemented and its impact across the local 
authority area, and in different parts of the sector, positive elements, 
challenges and aspirations.  PVI provider – how it has impacted on our 
work, challenges and benefits, what next?

10.30 Alison Hughes
TITLE Inspiration Trust (MAT) 

How has the MAT approached working with revisions? How has provision 
been supported? Experience, challenges and future hopes. 

10.50 Break 

11.00 (Invited)
DfE

Wider intentions and agenda alongside the impact of the revised EYFS.  
Impact on national outcomes (EYFSP and other data).  Aspirations going 
forward.

11.20 Gill Jones
Deputy Director Early Education, Ofsted

The view from inspections.  The difference between outcomes for 
maintained and PVI settings.  Perceptions of positive elements and 
challenges.  Links to Ofsted’s five-year plan.

11.40 Jan Dubiel
ECEC adviser, consultant, trainer, writer & thinker.

The current state of play.  Key issues, challenges and priorities.  A call to 
action, let’s have a new conversation about early years learning!

12.10 James Hempsall OBE (chair) Feedback, comments and Q&A.
Closing remarks.

12.30 Close Evaluation



hey!

• Hempsall’s Early Years (hey! for short) is our modern, 

informed and positive approach to early years learning.

• We want early years to continually evolve and draw upon all 

of its rich history and traditions.

• We would like you to work with us to raise quality and 

achieve better outcomes through a deep understanding and 

knowledge of curriculum progression. 

• Together, we want to inspire early educators through a 

pedagogical repertoire optimising children’s early learning.  



hey! 
Briefing sessions to 
update and inspire

hey! 
Continuous 
professional 

development training

hey! 
In best practice, on-
site quality support 

and coaching



hey! Join the conversation, shape the future 

direction for early years. 

• Get in contact hey@hempsalls.com

• Find out more www.hempsalls.com/hey

• Follow our Twitter @hempsalls  

mailto:hey@hempsalls.com
http://www.hempsalls.com/hey


We are your 
partner to 

achieve 
change and 

opportunities 
for children 
and families


